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ofTWO WEEKS AGO a Rice University student in an act of
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miIIions of people It is even more pathetic whenschools
one realizes that those hurt the most are members of his own schoolsbodyident body
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ourse the persons most immediately involved are the twoTheir
basketball players who turned down the 500 apiece offer Theirelifeife-e
careers and their reputations would have been ruined for llife
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beenwiIl ever know if the conference race would have been
No one will
hadd ferent Texas has continued to win but if the Owls had
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Dal1as itput the pressure on the Longhorns by beating SMU in Dallas
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anyway Well never knowincidentsear has marred Rice University because of this incident
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Its reputation and that of its students has suffered SouthwestbasketbaIl insofar as it has a reputation after lastlast
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years officiating scandals has suffered And every basketball fanfan
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bas been hurtand indeed every sports fan all over the country has
athleticsEvery scandal in sports hurts everyone connected with athletics
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THEN JOHNNY FRANKIE earned our lasting respect by repress
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We feel very strongly that their identities should have been kept1itt1e1itt1e
secret that the revelation of their names could bring them littlelittle
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story of national importance and yet one which isnt clean
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